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Trailing edge noise generated by turbulent flow traveling past an edge of an airfoil represents
one of the most essential paradigms of aeroacoustic sound generation at solid surfaces. It is of
great interest for noise problems in various areas of industrial application. First principle based
Computational Aeroacoustics (CAA) methods with short response time are needed in the in-
dustrial design process for reliable prediction of spectral differences in turbulent-boundary-layer
trailing-edge noise (TBL-TEN) due to design modifications. In this work an aeroacoustic method
is studied that rests on a hybrid two-step CFD/CAA procedure. In a first step Reynolds Averaged
Navier-Stokes simulation provides the time-averaged solution to the turbulent flow, including the
mean-flow and turbulence statistics such as length-scale, time-scale and turbulence kinetic en-
ergy. Fluctuating sound sources are stochastically generated from RANS statistics with the Fast
Random Particle-Mesh Method (FRPM) to simulate in a second CAA step broadband aeroacous-
tic sound. From experimental findings it is well known that porous trailing edges significantly
lower trailing edge noise level over a large bandwidth of frequencies reaching 6 to 8dB reduc-
tion. Furthermore, sound reduction depends on the porous material parameters, e.g. geometry,
porosity, permeability and pore size. This paper presents first results for the extended hybrid
CFD/CAA method to include the effect on noise of porous materials with specifically prescribed
parameters. To incorporate the effect of porosity, an extended formulation of the Acoustic Per-
turbation Equations (APE) with source terms is derived based on a reformulation of the volume
averaged Navier-Stokes equations into perturbation form. Proper implementation of the Darcy
and Forchheimer terms is verified for sound propagation in homogeneous and anisotropic porous
medium. Sound generation is studied for a generic symmetric NACA0012 airfoil without lift to
separate secondary effects of lift and camber on sound from those of the basic edge noise treat-
ments. The reference solid airfoil configurations are compared with published experimental data.
Convincing agreement in the prediction of one-third-octave band spectra is found. Simulation
with porous edge treatment reveals a broadband noise reduction capability of approximately 6dB
with similar trends as seen in experiment.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Airfoil self-noise radiated from an airfoil exposed to a flow is caused by different source mechanisms

(see Brooks et al. [5]), e.g., vortical structures in a turbulent flow interacting with surfaces, see

Howe [33, Ch. 6, 7 ] or Wagner et al. [50]. Turbulent-boundary-layer trailing-edge noise (TBL-

TEN) represents one of the most prominent source mechanisms that is important for a wide range

of technical applications like noise generated at the airframe of an aircraft with the high-lift system

deployed, broadband fan noise generated in turbo machines, or noise generated by the turbulent

flow at wind turbine rotor blades.

Over the last two decades the renewable energy share in the global energy mix has grown steadily.

Among different sources the wind power sector has made significant progress. The maturation of

the technology together with constant installation of new turbines have pushed the cumulative

installed capacity to 282.5 GW worldwide at the end of 2012. That represents an average annual

growth rate in worldwide wind energy capacity of 22 % over the last 10 years, see GWEC [20].

In its market forecast the Global Wind Energy Council (GWEC) predicts a cumulative installed

capacity of about 500 GW at the end of 2017. This process goes hand in hand with the con-

struction of new wind farms and the replacement of older turbines with newer more efficient ones

(repowering). Basically, two points are important in the development of new wind farms: annual

energy production (AEP) of the turbines and the size and location of the wind farm. To achieve

a high AEP, rotor diameters are increasing up to the structural limits resulting in rotor blade

lengths of up to 70 m. Turbine size becomes an even more important parameter at locations with

low average wind speeds where the total amount of kinetic energy in the wind is low and therefore

a bigger rotor cross sectional area is needed to harvest as much energy as possible, refer to Hau

[23, Ch. 14, 19, 20]. Due to the shortage of new on-shore building cites wind farms are moving

closer to residential areas. Besides the anesthetic circumstances noise immissions are one major

issue for nearby living people.

The efficient and reliable prediction of wind turbine noise in the development process of a new

turbine is crucial for quiet rotor blade design (see Schepers et al. [43]). As a first step towards

establishing an aeroacoustic design capability one could think of evaluating the aeroacoustic prop-

erties of different rotor blade shapes already in the aerodynamic design phase. After the ba-

sic shape is determined, supplementary trailing-edge modification can be applied to achieve an

even greater reduction of noise emission. Hence, the prediction-method should also be capa-

ble of calculating the noise reduction effect of trailing edge treatments based on porous materi-

als.

For trailing-edge noise different prediction approaches are known ranging from fast and simple

semi-empirical methods like the Brooks, Pope and Marcolini (BPM) model (see Brooks et al. [5])

to high fidelity scale resolving numerical simulation methods like Large Eddy Simulation (LES).

As the semi empirical method is based on reference measurements, it is prone to inaccuracy when

applied to airfoils which significantly deviate from the reference geometry. Furthermore, it can

only be used for 2-D calculations, thus no 3-D modification of the trailing edge (e.g. serrations)

can aeroacoustically be evaluated. Alternatively, one could use more sophisticated 3-D time and

space resolved LES simulation. Significant for this approach is still its very high computational

effort.
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In the field of aircraft application, future prospective of short range aircraft with short take off and

landing (STOL) properties involve non-conventional high lift systems as overblown flaps taking

advantage of the coanda effect, see Radespiel and Heinze [41]. In this context, additional sound

generation must be avoided, at first place. In 1979, Hayden [24] investigated several edge concepts

for overblown flaps. Howe [32] presented a basic theory on this. Besides simple trailing-edge

modifications, the application of porous material is another promising means for reducing trailing

edge noise, see Hayden and Chanaud [25]. The positive effect of lengthwise slits applied to the

trailing edge was shown by Herr [26]. The resulting reduction compared to the solid reference is

about 6 dB. As the manufacturing of narrow slits is expensive it is of crucial interest to investigate

the acoustic benefit of rigid porous material as sintered metal fiber felts or metal foams. A variety

of porous materials applied to the trailing edge of a high lift airfoil is tested by Herr et al. [29].

Maximal sound reduction of about 6 dB to 8 dB is reported.

Prospective noise optimization in all fields should be integrated into the airfoil design process

to enable short-term development cycles aspired by the industry. Today’s computational power

allows a detailed and high resolution investigation of a variety of approaches to conquer the edge

noise problem. But full resolution of porous material with all its geometrical details at technical

relevant Reynolds numbers still exceeds datum computer capability. Thus, a frequently used

means of modeling porous material and multi-phase flow is the method of volume averaging,

refer to Bear and Corapcioglu [2], Drew [9], Gray [18], Gray and Lee [19], Hassanizadeh and

Gray [21], Hassanizadeh [22], Ni and Beckermann [38], Slattery [46], Whitaker [51]. Breugem

and Boersma [4] uses the Volume Averaged Navier-Stokes (VANS) equations for hydrodynamic

applications.

In this article an efficient method with prospective aeroacoustics design quality is applied that

utilizes a hybrid two-step CFD/CAA procedure with stochastically realized 4-D spatio-temporal

turbulence. In a first step Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes simulation provides the time-averaged

solution to the turbulent flow, including the mean-flow and turbulence statistics such as length-

and time-scales and turbulence kinetic energy. With the Fast Random Particle-Mesh Method

(FRPM) fluctuating sound sources are stochastically generated from RANS statistics to simulate

in a second CAA step broadband aeroacoustic sound with Acoustic Perturbation Equations (APE)

(see Ewert and Schröder [13]). The method has the capability to simulate airfoils of arbitrary

geometries and variable flow regime.

The present article aims at extending the application of the hybrid CFD/CAA approach to include

the effect of porous trailing-edge modification on broadband sound. Section 2 gives an overview

about the applied method and presents the main details of an extended APE reformulation from

volume averaging of the Navier-Stokes equations to incorporate the effect of porous medium into

CAA simulation. In Section 3, the computational set-up for CFD and CAA simulation is intro-

duced, focusing on resolution constraints. Also a close look on the special issues regarding porous

inlays is taken. Section 4 discusses the latest results for the prediction of broadband sound from

a generic NACA0012 airfoil with solid trailing edge and its reliability is studied by comparison

with experimental results. Further, CAA results for simulation with porous medium are pre-

sented. First, generic test cases for the propagation of acoustic waves in homogeneous porous

material with spatially isotropic porosity properties on the one hand and spatially anisotropic

porosity properties on the other hand are used to verify the implementation. Next, results for
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the NACA0012 airfoil with porous trailing edge treatment and stochastic sound sources are com-

pared to the reference case without edge treatment. Finally, main conclusions are drawn in

Section 5.

In the paper, only 2-D results are shown. But, for achieving the goal of predicting local 3-D

modification of the rotor blade, the presented hybrid approach is performing in 3-D as well. The

actual expenses directly depend on the level of detail what should be achieved. If the computations

include an elaborate geometry or turbulent structures should be resolved, the computation takes

longer than the investigation of some roughly assembled 2-D sections of a well known rotor blade.

Beside this adjustment capability of the spatial resolution of the set-up, the implementation of the

presented approach is fully parallelized to gain a speed up of the simulations. In addition, the sound

field on a collecting surface in the near farfield of the rotor blade can be propagated to an arbitrary

observer’s position. Using Fast Multipole Boundary Element Method, the sourface pressure can

serve as input to calculate the acoustic at a far field position.

2. NUMERICAL METHODS

In this chapter, the numerical methods will be presented which were used for prediction of trail-

ing edge noise at standard and low noise trailing edges. First, the hybrid approach of sequen-

tial aerodynamic and aeroacoustic simulations is generally depicted. Second, volume averaged

perturbation equations are derived. They will be applied for predicting the edge noise at the

porous trailing edge. Finally, the utilized source model for trailing edge noise is specified in

detail.

2.1. Hybrid CFD/CAA approach

The approach pursued by DLR relies on a hybrid two-step procedure for a first-principle based pre-

diction of broadband trailing-edge noise. The first step rests on a Computational Fluid Dynamics

(CFD) simulation of the time-averaged turbulent flow around the airfoil. In the second Com-

putational Aeroacoustics (CAA) step time dependent linear equations are solved on structured

multi-block (SMB) meshes. For the preparation of unsteady vortex sound sources a synthetic

turbulence method developed at DLR is adopted to force acoustic perturbation equations. The

stochastic approach is especially well suited for aeroacoustics purposes, i.e. realizing a ’4-D’ time-

space based prediction of fluctuating sources in a restricted volume (denominated subsequently as

’source patch’) and including the convection of synthetic eddies with proper imposed time decay.

The Random Particle-Mesh Method (RPM) by Ewert and Edmunds [12] allows to synthetically re-

alize time-dependent fluctuations from time-averaged turbulence statistics. It generates Gaussian

correlated synthetic turbulence of local integral length scale Λ = cl/Cµ
√
k/ω (cl ' 0.5, Cµ = 0.09)

and variance proportional to the turbulence kinetic energy distribution, refer to Section 2.3 for

further details. A numerical revisited approach (refer to Ewert [11], Ewert et al. [15]), termed

Fast Random Particle-Mesh Method (FRPM) was applied for the simulations presented in this

article.
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Fig. 1 gives a general overview about the approach. The steady time-averaged RANS flow (which

by means of Birkhoff’s ergodic theorem is equivalent to an ensemble average of the flow) provides

the mean-flow over which the time dependent aeroacoustic simulation is conducted. Furthermore,

the turbulence statistics provided by RANS are utilized to generate the unsteady vortex sound

sources that drive the governing equations.

Figure 1: Schematic of CAA prediction method of DLR based on a two-step hybrid method using a steady

RANS CFD step, followed by a CAA step solving Acoustic Perturbation Equations (APE) on structured

multi block (SMB) meshes; the generation of fluctuating turbulent sound sources is realized with the 4-D

FRPM synthetic turbulence method.

In free field this turbulence is coupled with the CAA solver PIANO of DLR (refer to Delfs et al.

[7]), which is based on the 4th order accurate DRP scheme proposed by Tam and Webb [47].

The synthetic turbulence in conjunction with the RANS mean-flow defines the right-hand side

fluctuating source terms of the Acoustic Perturbation Equations (APE) by Ewert and Schröder

[13], which are a modification of the Linearized Euler Equations (LEE) so that vorticity or entropy

convection is entirely prescribed by the source term whereas acoustic generation and radiation is

simulated dynamically. The APE realize a solution to the wave operator of irrotational flow.

Together with proper right-hand side volume sources this becomes an acoustic analogy based on

that wave operator. The source term mainly acts as a vorticity production term. Sound due to

the interaction of vorticity with the trailing-edge is generated as part of the CAA simulation step.

These vortex dynamics are dominated by the linear contributions to the source terms. Non-linear

contributions to the source term (self noise term) mainly deemed responsible for sound generation

of free turbulent flow are neglected. This is due to the short characteristic time scale related

to vorticity passing by the trailing edge in comparison to the turbulent decay time scale in the

vicinity of the edge.
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2.2. Volume averaged perturbation equations

Volume averaging The method of volume averaging is an important tool for multi-phase flows

and since the late 60th, a considerable amount of work has been dedicated to the development of

volume averaged conservation and transport equations, see e.g. Bear and Corapcioglu [2], Drew

[9], Gray [18], Gray and Lee [19], Hassanizadeh and Gray [21], Hassanizadeh [22], Ni and Beck-

ermann [38], Slattery [46], Whitaker [51]. Basically, the averaging operation can be understood

as spatial filtering of the flow variables. The superficial volume averaging is defined as follows:

〈ρ〉s (x, t) :=

∫
G (x− x′,∆) ρ∗(x′, t)d3x′∫

G (x− x′,∆) d3x′
. (1)

In this expression G denotes the spatial filter applied for the volume averaging procedure. The

filter is centered at x and has a fixed extension defined by length scale ∆, i.e. it decays to zero

for |x − x′| >> ∆. For example, the filter could be chosen to be a Gaussian with standard

deviation ∆.

The quantity ρ∗ denotes the generalized density variable which is well defined in the entire volume,

i.e. in the porous volume as well as in the solid phase of a porous material. It is given by

ρ∗(x, t) = ρ(x, t)H(f(x)). (2)

Here, H denotes the Heaviside-function and f(x) is a function defined to be f < 0 in the solid

Δ

f > 0
H(f) = 1

f < 0
H(f) = 0 VΔ

Δ

f = n

Δ

solid

fluid

f = 0

S

Figure 2: Schematic of porous material and definition of function f(x).

material and f > 0 in the fluid, i.e. f = 0 indicates the surface between solid and fluid in the

porous medium, refer to Fig. 2. The gradient of f(0) is normal to the interface surfaces. Without

losing generality we can define the scaling of f such that the gradient is the wall normal unity

vector and points into the fluid, i.e. ∇f = n. For further details regarding generalized variables

and their application refer to Crighton et al. [6]. The integrals (without explicitly specified bounds)

are taken over the entire space. In general, the integral over the filter kernel defines a characteristic

filter volume,

V∆ =

∫
G (x− x′,∆) d3x′. (3)
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The intrinsic averaged density is defined by

〈ρ〉i (x, t) :=

∫
G (x− x′,∆) ρ∗(x′, t)d3x′∫
G (x− x′,∆)H(f(x′))d3x′

. (4)

We can define a porosity factor φ̄ via

φ̄ =

∫
G (x− x′,∆)H(f(x′))d3x′∫

G (x− x′,∆) d3x′
, (5)

which, based on the definitions Eqs. (1) and (4) for intrinsic and superficial averaged quanti-

ties, yields the following generally valid relationship between both volume averaged quantities:

〈ρ〉s = φ̄ 〈ρ〉i . (6)

It always is 0 ≤ φ̄ ≤ 1, where φ̄ = 1 in free fluid and φ̄ = 0 represents a solid body.

In the special case where the filter kernel is chosen to be a discontinuous top-hat function G(x−
x′,∆) = g(x− x′)g(y − y′)g(z − z′), where g(x) is defined by

g(x) = 1−H (|x| −∆/2) , (7)

the superficial averaged density reads

〈ρ〉s =
1

V∆

∫
VF

ρd3x′. (8)

The top-hat function restricts the integration volume to a finite extension V∆ = ∆3 centered at

the given position (window averaging). VF is the fluid volume of the porous material inside the

actual window; it satisfies VF = φ̄V . The intrinsic volume averaged variable in this case becomes

〈ρ〉i =
1

VF

∫
VF

ρd3x′. (9)

For a point inside the fluid phase the intrinsic density becomes in the limit ∆ → 0 equal to the

local density in the fluid, i.e.

〈ρ〉i (x, t)→ ρ(x, t) for ∆→ 0. (10)

In order to smooth out geometrical details of the porous medium, such that the volume averaged

variables become continuous over the porous material, a length scale ∆ > Dp must be used, where

Dp denotes a length scale derived from a characteristic pore size. In this case, the intrinsic volume

averaged density has the same order of magnitude as a local density, it is, however, a quantity

defined over the entire space, which moreover can be spatially differentiated if a continuous filter

function G is applied. The superficial averaged density is smaller as defined by the porosity

parameter φ̄. Hence, at interfaces between porous materials and free fluid the intrinsic density

will only exhibit a gradual change over the interface, whereas the superficial averaged density will

change rapidly over a scale ∆. Inside a homogeneous porous material, the explicit value of φ̄ will

be independent for sufficient large ∆ from the explicit chosen length scale in Eq. (5). However, at
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an interface between the porous medium and a free fluid, φ̄ will change gradually over a length ∆

from its value in the porous medium to one inside the fluid phase.

Favre volume averaged velocities are defined via

[vi] =
〈ρvi〉s,i

〈ρ〉s,i
. (11)

As a consequence of definitions Eqs. (1) and (5) the definition is independent as to whether

superficial or intrinsic averaging is applied. To derive volume averaged perturbation equations,

the Navier-Stokes equations in conservative notation are volume averaged assuming the application

of a spatial differentiable filter G(|x−x′|). In the fluid (Φ̄ = 1) the resulting equations correspond

to those used for large eddy simulation (LES), i.e. they formally correspond to the Navier-

Stokes equations for volume averaged variables plus some extra subgrid scale stress terms on the

right-hand side. In this derivation step, commutation of volume averaging and differentiation is

applied, e.g. for the term ρvi in the continuity equation it follows from the definition Eq. (1)〈
∂ρvi
∂xi

〉s
=

∂

∂xi
{〈ρ〉s [vi]} . (12)

The derivation is shown in more detail in the Appendix A.

Independent variables For numerical stability reasons the independent perturbation variables

finally used for a reformulation of volume averaged APE are selected based on the prerequisite

to be (almost) continuous across an interface between fluid and the porous medium. This way

gradients that occur inevitably due to the sudden jump of porosity across the boundary can

be lumped together in extra terms linear in the used independent variables which resemble a

numerically resolved localized function with a distinct peak across the interface. If applied in

conjunction with explicit time integration, these extra terms could trigger numerical instabilities.

To circumvent this problem, their contribution can be treated implicitly in a mixed implicit-

explicit time integration method (IMEX methods, refer to Ascher et al. [1], Boscarino and Russo

[3]), whereas all spatial gradient terms occurring in the governing equations can be treated further

on by means of explicit time integration. Since the extra terms are localized, i.e. proportional to

the fluctuating variables and do not involve information from neighbor nodes of the computational

mesh, implicit treatment in the framework of SDIRK methods (see Ascher et al. [1]) demands

only for inversion of an n × n matrix (depending on the dimension n of the problem) composed

out of steady mean-flow variables, which is computed and stored at the begin of an unsteady

simulation cycle. Therefore, highly efficient treatment of these implicit gradient terms becomes

feasible.

To discuss further the appropriate choice of independent variables, we consider a test set-up of

an incompressible channel flow in which a zone of porosity is applied across the channel, refer to

Fig. 3. For this case, the intrinsic density in the porous medium, where 0 < φ̄ < 1 holds, is a

constant quantity, since

〈ρ〉i =

∫
GHρd3x∫
GHd3x

=
ρ
∫
GHd3x∫
GHd3x

= ρ. (13)
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Figure 3: Sketch of channel flow with porous blocking.

Mass conservation across the bulk and in the porosity implies ρu = 〈ρ〉s [u] = const . Using

Eq. (13) and with the help of Eq. (6) this yields

u = φ̄ [u] . (14)

Hence, to accomplish almost continuous variables across the fluid-porous interface, we introduce

a new velocity variable defined by

v̂i := φ̄ [vi] . (15)

Furthermore, we chose the intrinsic volume-averaged fluctuating density 〈ρ〉i and the intrinsic

volume-averaged fluctuating pressure 〈p〉i to close the set of independent variables.

Volume averaged perturbation equations For the derivation of volume averaged perturbation

equations we decompose the volume averaged pressure and density into a mean, i.e. time-averaged,

and a fluctuating part. Let ε indicate density or pressure, i.e. ε ∈ {ρ, p}, then the decomposition

reads

〈ε〉i,s = 〈ε〉i,s + 〈ε〉i,s′, (16)

where the mean variable is defined by the time-average

a = lim
∆t→∞

t0+∆t∫
t0

adt. (17)

The Favre volume averaged velocity defined by Eq. (11) is decomposed into a Favre averaged

mean-part plus a fluctuation, i.e.

[vi] = [̃vi] + [vi]
′′ , (18)

where

[̃vi] :=
〈ρ〉s [vi]

〈ρ〉s
, (19)

with the bar indicating a time average, Eq. (17). It is easy to prove that Favre averaging applied

to volume averaged quantities still satisfies the usual relations

〈ρ〉s [vi]
′′ = 0 (20)

and

〈ρ〉s [vi] [vj] = 〈ρ〉s [̃vi][̃vj] + 〈ρ〉s [vi]
′′ [vj]

′′. (21)
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Superficial volume averaging for density and pressure must be applied to the volume averaged

Navier-Stokes equations to enable their reformulation in conservative notation that eventually

can be transformed into a formulation based on primitive volume averaged variables, refer to

Appendix A. Introduction of the variable decomposition and linearization allows to derive volume

averaged perturbation equations in terms of independent variables
(
〈ρ〉s′, [vi]′′ , 〈p〉s′

)
. For the

desired set of independent variables based on intrinsic volume averaged density and pressure as

well as velocity defined by Eq. (15), in a final step the variables have to be substituted accordingly.

To simplify the syntax, subsequently we will use a notation without additional brackets to indicate

intrinsic volume-averaged quantities, e.g. ρ, ρ0, and ρ′ instead of 〈ρ〉i, 〈ρ〉i, and 〈ρ〉i′, respectively.

Furthermore, a simplified notation is introduced for convenience by omitting the overbar on φ, i.e.

φ→ φ. Then the substitutions

φρ′ → 〈ρ〉s′, φρ0 → 〈ρ〉s, φp′ → 〈p〉s′, p0 → 〈p〉s (22)

have to be applied to eventually reformulate the perturbation equations in the desired set of

variables. Proper velocities according to the definition Eq. (15) are obtained by the replacements

v̂0
i

φ
→ [̃vi],

v̂′i
φ
→ [vi]

′′ . (23)

The extended APE as resulting from consequent application of the volume averaging procedure as

outlined before derive as follows: The continuity equation of the APE reads

∂ρ′

∂t
+ φ−1

[
v̂0
i

∂ρ′

∂xi
+ v̂′i

∂ρ0

∂xi
+ ρ0 ∂v̂

′
i

∂xi
+ ρ′

∂v̂0
i

∂xi

]
= Sρ . (24)

The APE momentum equation becomes

∂v̂′i
∂t

+ φ−1 ∂

∂xi

(
v̂0
kv̂
′
k

)
+ φ

∂

∂xi

(
p′

ρ0

)
+

φν

κ
δij v̂

′
j︸ ︷︷ ︸

Darcy terms

+
φcF√
κ

√
v̂0
kv̂

0
k

(
e0
i e

0
j + δij

)
v̂′j︸ ︷︷ ︸

Forchheimer terms

+ v̂0
i v̂
′
j

∂

∂xj
φ−1 + δij v̂

′
j v̂

0
k

∂

∂xk
φ−1 − φ2 p

′

ρ0

γ − 1

γ

∂

∂xi
φ−1︸ ︷︷ ︸

gradient model terms

= Sv,i ,

(25)

where ν denotes the kinetic viscosity, κ identifies the permeability and the Forchheimer coefficient

is represented by cF. It is γ = 1.4 the isentropic exponent of ambient air. Further, δij means

the Kronecker delta and e0
i indicates the direction of the time averaged mean flow velocity. The

inclusion of the Darcy and Forchheimer terms in the governing equations is shown in more detail

in Appendix A.

The right-hand source terms of this set of equations are indicated by Sρ,v,p. All additional models

terms of the momentum equation can be combined to a single matrix µ, such that these terms
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are simply added in the form µij v̂
′
j to the perturbed momentum equation. The matrix µ reads

µ =


D+F

(
v̂01 v̂

0
1

|v0|2 +1
)

+v̂01
∂φ−1

∂x1
+P F

v̂01 v̂
0
2

|v0|2 +v̂01
∂φ−1

∂x2
F
v̂01 v̂

0
3

|v0|2 +v̂01
∂φ−1

∂x3

F
v̂02 v̂

0
1

|v0|2 +v̂02
∂φ−1

∂x1
D+F

(
v̂02 v̂

0
2

|v0|2 +1
)

+v̂02
∂φ−1

∂x2
+P F

v̂02 v̂
0
3

|v0|2 +v̂02
∂φ−1

∂x3

F
v̂03 v̂

0
1

|v0|2 +v̂03
∂φ−1

∂x1
F
v̂03 v̂

0
2

|v0|2 +v̂03
∂φ−1

∂x2
D+F

(
v̂03 v̂

0
3

|v0|2 +1
)

+v̂03
∂φ−1

∂x3
+P

 (26)

The following abbreviations have been used therein:

D :=
φν

κ

F :=
φcF√
κ

∣∣v0
∣∣

∣∣v0
∣∣ :=

√
(v̂0

1)
2

+ (v̂0
2)

2
+ (v̂0

3)
2

P :=

(
v̂0

1

∂φ−1

∂x1

+ v̂0
2

∂φ−1

∂x2

+ v̂0
3

∂φ−1

∂x3

+

)
.

The resulting energy equation for the APE in terms of pressure is identical to that one of the

LEE:

∂p′

∂t
+φ−1

(
v̂0
i

∂p′

∂xi
+ v̂′i

∂p0

∂xi

)
+γφ−1

(
p0 ∂v̂

′
i

∂xi
+ p′

∂v̂0
i

∂xi

)
+(γ−1)

(
p0v̂′i + p′v̂0

i

) ∂

∂xi
φ−1 = Sp . (27)

It was derived by formal application of volume averaging and reformulating the equation into

perturbation form. Further, a thermally and calorically ideal gas was assumed and viscous as well

as entropy modes were neglected.

2.3. Fast Random Particle Method (FRPM)

For the simulation of broadband sound generation the APE are excited by stochastically gen-

erated right-hand side sources. As the dominating source of vortex sound the fluctuating (lin-

earized) Lamb vector is modeled on the right-hand side of the APE momentum equation, i.e.

Sv,i = −εijkω0
j v

t
k − εijkωtjv0

k, (28)

where εijk is the Levi-Civita-symbol. Altogether the system Eqs. (24) to (26) with source (28)

constitutes an acoustic analogy based on the wave-operator of irrotational flow, taking into account

only the vortex sound source contributions. For the CAA simulations the steady RANS solution

is used to prescribe the mean-flow. The mean flow vorticity ω0
i = εijk∂v

0
k/∂xj needed to specify

the source is computed from the RANS mean-flow velocity. The fluctuating turbulent velocities

vti are modeled stochastically with the FRPM method, refer to the next section, from which the

fluctuating vorticity is derived as ωti = εijk∂v
t
k/∂xj.

The APE suppress the vorticity mode otherwise present in the LEE and as such convective and

absolute hydrodynamic instabilities that can plague the LEE are removed, see Ewert and Schröder
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[13]. Convecting vorticity can be present in the APE perturbation velocity, but is entirely pre-

scribed by the right-hand side source term. To be precise, vortex sound sources serve on the

one hand as a direct sound source, describing the sound generation in free turbulence. On the

other hand it acts as a pure vorticity source in the APE. Airframe noise generation is due to

the interaction of unsteady convecting turbulence (vorticity) with sharp edges. In previous work

with PIANO it was extensively demonstrated, e.g. by injecting test vortices into the linearized

Euler equations, that the linear CAA equations are capable of predicting the essential noise sound

generation at trailing edges, i.e. the physical conversion process of the vorticity mode into an

acoustic mode that take place in the vicinity of geometrical inhomogeneities such as sharp trailing

edges, see Lummer et al. [34].

Numerical realization of the FRPM approach In the framework of Random Particle-Mesh

methods synthetic turbulence is generated by means of Lagrangian particles distributed over a

limited spatial domain where sound sources ought to be realized. The Lagrangian particles are

convected by a given steady (or unsteady) background flow. Each particle that crosses an outflow

boundary of the source domain will be re-injected at an inflow boundary into the source domain

such that the local particle density in the source domain is conserved.

The number of particles necessary to obtain a numerically converged stochastical realization of

turbulence was studied in Ewert [10] and Siefert and Ewert [45]. It was found that for locally

evaluated particle densities convergence can be achieved for particle numbers exceeding 5 particles

per cell (ppc) in 2-D and 10 ppc, respectively. Using a globally specified particle density, minimally

2 ppc are needed for a 2-D problem and 1 ppc in 3-D, refer to R. Ewert [40]. To be precise, for

particle densities higher than the previous given values, a solution independent of particle number

can be achieved. Unlike stochastic approaches in Fourier space, which aim at realizing a specific

(isotropic) turbulence spectra with a given local energy and length scale, FRPM realizes local 2

point correlations of the synthetically generated fluctuating velocity components. In the standard

approach, a Gaussian correlation function is realized, thus providing Gaussian turbulence spectra.

Via superposition of Gaussian spectra (typically of the order of 10 are used) other turbulence

spectra can be realized, e.g. of Liepmann type (see Rautmann et al. [42]) or von-Kármán type

(see ? ]), but are not considered in the current publication.

Each particle has associated a set of i = 1 . . . n random variables; the actual value depends on

the dimension of the considered problem. The actual random values attached to each particle

will be modified over time by means of a stochastic partial differential equation. The cloud of

random particles represents a numerical approximation to spatially delta-correlated white-noise.

A fluctuating source component ψi is obtained by distributing the ith random deviate rik of

particle k at (variable) position x c
k(t) with a mollifier kernel onto a computational mesh. The

numerical approach realizes a weighted sum over all N random particles, Ewert [see 11], defined

by

ψi (x, t) =
N∑
k=1

ÂnG (x− x c
k(t))

rik(t)

ρ0(x c
k)
. (29)

The quantity ρ0 denotes the mean-flow density (∇ · ρ0u0 = 0). In general, the approach is

applicable to compressible fluids of considerable density variation. The amplitude scaling function

12
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Â can be either a function of x (i.e. depending on the receiver position) or a function of the

particle position xck. In this work it is chosen to be a function of x. The Gaussian filter kernel is

defined by

G(x− x c
k) = exp

(
−π

2

|x− x c
k|2

Λ2

)
, (30)

where Λ is the (local) integral length scale of turbulence, corresponding to the amplitude scaling

function taken either at position x or xck. The properties of the random variables rik satisfy for

frozen turbulence, i.e. in the absence of turbulence decay,

〈rik(t)〉 = 0 (31)

〈rik(t)rjl(t)〉 = δijδkl δmk (32)

ṙik = 0. (33)

To summarize the meaning of these equations, rik represent mutually un-correlated random vari-

ables, Eq. (32), with vanishing mean, Eq. (31), and a constant variance proportional to magnitude

δmk, which is an average fluid mass fraction related to each particle, defined by the fluid mass in

the source domain divided by the number of particles used in that domain. Furthermore, the par-

ticles move with a convection velocity related to the convection velocity field value (typically, the

time-averaged mean flow is used to prescribe the convection velocity field) at the actual particle

position, i.e.

ẋck = v0 (x c
k) . (34)

For frozen turbulence the random variables of each particle remain constant. In case of an expo-

nential decay the properties of the random variable rik are prescribed by an individual Langevin

equation for each random variable and particle, i.e.

ṙik = − 1

τs
rik +

√
2

τs
sik. (35)

A (temporal) white-noise source term sik appears on the right-hand side, with properties

〈sik(t)〉 = 0 (36)

〈sik(t)sjl(t+ τ)〉 = δmkδ(τ)δijδkl. (37)

In other words, sik represents (temporal) white-noise scaled with a factor of magnitude δmk. The

solution of the Langevin equation (35) with a source having correlation Eq. (37) yields a correlation

of variable rik

〈rik(t)rjl(t+ τ)〉 = δmkδijδkl exp

(
−|τ |
τs

)
. (38)

The Langevin equation (35) can be solved numerically by the finite-difference equation (see Pope

[39, pp. 484]),

rik(t+ ∆t) =

(
1− ∆t

τs

)
rik(t) +

(
2δmk∆t

τs

)1/2

σik(t), (39)

13
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where σik(t) are m×Np mutually uncorrelated standardized Gaussian random variables (〈σik(t)〉 =

0, 〈σik(t)σjl(t)〉 = δijδkl) which are independent of themselves at different times (〈σik(t)σik(t′)〉 =

0, for t′ 6= t), and which are independent of rik(t) at past times (e.g., 〈σik(t)rik(t′)〉 = 0 for

t′ ≤ t.

Alternative turbulence decay models using second order Langevin equations have been also pro-

posed, refer to Dieste and Gabard [8], Ewert et al. [16], Neifeld et al. [37], Siefert and Ewert [45].

A correlation function C(r, τ) = 〈ψi(x, t)ψi(x+ r, t+ τ)〉/〈ψi(x, t)2〉 is related to the filter-kernel

function G via

C(r, τ) =

∫
G(r − vc0τ − ξ)G(ξ)dnξ. (40)

A Gaussian filter kernel

G(x) = exp

[
−π

2

x2

Λ2

]
(41)

realizes Gaussian correlations C(r, τ) with a width
√

2 times larger than that of the filter kernel.

Furthermore Taylor’s hypothesis at convection velocity v0
c is built in:

C(r, τ) = exp

[
−π|r − v

0
cτ |2

4Λ2

]
. (42)

The generation of 3-D isotropic turbulence is achieved by taking fluctuating velocities from the

curl of a fluctuating 3-D vector function ψk(xi, t), k ∈ {1, 2, 3},

vti = εijk
∂ψk
∂xj

(43)

For a homogeneous problem the solenoidal velocities vti realize the two-point velocity cross-

correlations of homogeneous isotropic turbulence

Rij(r, τ) =

〈
vti(x, t)v

t
j(x+ r, t+ τ)

〉
n−1 〈vti(x, t)2vti(x, t)

2〉
=
f(r)− g(r)

r2
rirj + g(r)δ̂ij, (44)

where r = |r|. In the denominator summation over the equal index product is assumed. Applica-

tion of the Gaussian kernel yields for the longitudinal correlation function a Gaussian

f(r) = exp

(
−π

4

r2

Λ2

)
, (45)

where the integral length scale is identical to the parameter Λ,

L =

∞∫
0

f(r)dr = Λ.

The theoretical relation between the longitudinal and lateral correlation functions f(r) and g(r)

is given for 3-D homogeneous isotropic turbulence by

g(r) = f(r) +
r

2

df(r)

dr
, (46)
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which is achieved for the stochastic realization, applied to a homogenous problem, in which case

the lateral correlation becomes

g(r) =

(
1− πr2

4Λ2

)
exp

(
−π

4

r2

Λ2

)
(47)

with lateral length scale Λ/2. The amplitude Â(n) in Eq. (29) must be chosen such that the

fluctuating velocities achieve a local turbulence kinetic energy kT = 1/2 〈vti(x, t)〈vti(x, t)〉. In 3-D

this is accomplished by

Â(3) =

√
2

3π

kT
Λ
. (48)

In a 2-D realization of synthetic turbulence Eq. (29) is applied for n = 2 to generate a scalar

streamfunction ψ, which defines the two-component velocity field

vti = εij
∂ψ

∂xj
(49)

with turbulent kinetic energy kT = 1/2 (((vt1)2 + (vt2)2). In this case the amplitude function must

be scaled according to Ewert [11],

Â(2) =

√
4kT
3π

. (50)

3. COMPUTATIONAL SETUP

This chapter presents the grids used for the aerodynamic and the aeroacoustic simulations for both,

the solid generic airfoils and that one with a porous trailing edge. Further, the most important

parameters necessary for the computions are presented.

3.1. CFD simulations

Generic airfoils RANS CFD simulations as the basis of the CAA simulations were carried out

using the unstructured DLR in-house CFD solver TAU, refer to Gerhold et al. [17], Schwamborn

et al. [44]. For the NACA0012 airfoil a two-dimensional computational domain is generated,

with the outer boundaries extending about 100 chord lengths away from the airfoil. A hybrid

grid is chosen, where the viscous sub layer is resolved by a structured region and the parts far

away from the airfoil are resolved by a coarser quad-dominated unstructured grid. Along the

airfoils surface 225 nodes are distributed along each the upper and lower side. The height of the

first cell layer is determined so, that a dimensionless wall distance of y+ < 1 is achieved. The

dimensionless tangential distance is x+
nose ≈ 250 at the nose, x+

thick ≈ 1322 where the airfoil has

its greatest thickness and x+
te ≈ 50 at the trailing edge. The structured near-airfoil grid extends

about 110 layers from the wall with an exponential growth rate. Thus, a good resolution of the

viscous sub-layer is realized and so reducing the numerical error for flow variable and turbulence

statistic calculations. The hybrid structured/unstructured meshing approach reduces cells in less

interesting areas far away from the airfoil and cuts the total number of grid cells to 105. The grid,
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Figure 4: (left) Computational mesh for CFD simulations; (right) detailed view of the structured mesh region

near the airfoil.

normalized by the chord length lc is shown in Fig. 4. The finer resolution in the vicinity of the

airfoil is depicted on the right-hand side of Fig. 4.

The airfoils suction and pressure side are defined as viscous walls with a fixed laminar turbu-

lent transition location at xtr = x1/lc = 0.065 on both sides. The transition is fixed at this

position to ensure the same conditions as given by the test case parameters form the experi-

ments, see Herr and Kamruzzaman [27]. A far-field boundary condition with the flow values

(U∞ and α) was applied at the outside boundaries. The two-equation SST-k-ω turbulence model

as proposed by Menter [35] was used for the simulation of viscous effects and turbulence statis-

tics.

Porous trailing edges Hybrid RANS based CFD/CAA prediction of aeroacoustic sound gener-

ation demands for a suitable RANS solution that also takes into account the effect of porosity

on the mean flow and turbulence statistics. A model for simulating porous regions of a com-

putational area was added to DLR in-house CFD solver TAU (see Mößner and Radespiel [36]).

With this, a 2-D RANS computation of the flow field around and through a NACA0012 airfoil

with a realistic porosity was computed. The porosity was located at the trailing edge and cov-

ers the last 11.25% of the airfoil. The numerical setup is depicted in Fig. 5 for the NACA0012

airfoil.

For the 2-D porous trailing edge, a fully structured mesh was built. The computational domain

has an extension of −24.5 · lc in upstream, 29 · lc in downstream and ±26 · lc in vertical direction.

The complete mesh consists of ≈ 2.3·106 grid points and ≈ 2.15·106 elements, respectively. The

boundary layer is resolved by about 50 grid points, such that a wall distance of y+ < 1 is achieved.

The computational domain for the solid reference case is mainly the same, except for the porous
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Ma
∞

NACA 0012

45 mm

400 mm

Figure 5: Set up of the porous trailing edge at a NACA0012 geometry at Ma = 0.118 and Re = 1·106.

region at the trailing edge. Fig. 6 shows the grid, normalized by the chord length lc, in an overview

and the magnification of the porous resolved region.

Figure 6: (left) computational mesh for CFD simulations of the porous NACA0012 airfoil; (right) detailed

view of the porous region at the trailing edge.

3.2. CAA simulations

Generic airfoils For saving computational time, the 2-D CAA grid has a reduced extension. This

is 6 · lc in both streamwise and vertical direction. The structured CAA mesh consists of ≈ 1.1·106

grid points, distributed to 64 blocks. The mesh is designed for a field frequency resolution of 10 kHz

using 7 points per wavelength resolution. The smallest mesh cells are located in the FRPM area

covered by the patch. A timestep of ∆t ≈ 4.7·10−7 s is used. In total 4·105 time steps was simulated

resulting in a total real time sampling length of t ≈ 0.19 s.

Porous trailing edges For the porous trailing-edge test cases, a similar CAA grid was chosen.

Only the size of the higher resolved area in the vicinity of the trailing-edge was chosen larger as

the porous region at the trailing edge had to be resolved in that case. Thus, an overall cell number
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of ≈ 1.5·106 grid points was achieved at equal resolution quality. This computational domain is

divided into 78 blocks, of which 9 resolve the porous region with about 12.0·103 grid points. Fig. 7

shows the grid, normalized by the chord length lc, in an overview and the magnification of the

porous resolved region. The minimal time step allowed is ∆t ≈ 1.3 · 10−7 s due to the small cells

within the porous region. But, to prevent any numerical instability caused by the porosity model,

a smaller time step of ∆t ≈ 1.2·10−7 s was used. This leads to a roughly 15% higher computational

time in total. The computation of 4·105 time steps was performed within less than 48 hours on a

state-of-the-art cluster system, using 12 CPUs in parallel.

Figure 7: (left) computational mesh for CAA simulations of the porous 2-D airfoil; (right) detailed view of

the porous region at the trailing edge.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this chapter, the result of a generic verification of the modified APE is presented. Then, the

CFD/CAA approach is discussed in detail. Attention is drawn to the reconstruction of the turbu-

lent statistics with the FRPM model. Finally, the experience from solid airfoils is transfered to the

edge noise reduction problem at the trailing edge of a NACA0012 airfoil. The computational results

will be compared to measurements, as long as they are available.

4.1. Generic test problems

As a simple verification test case for the implementation of the porous terms, the wave propagation

in a quiescent medium is studied for different porous materials. Two different isotropic porosities

were chosen: A generic one with artificially chosen porosity parameters and a realistic one with

parameters deduced from measurements. The realistic case is based on sintered metals fiber felt. A

second test case is wave propagation in an anisotropic porous material without mean-flow. For both
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types of verification, the 2-D-computational domain has an extension of x = −1 m . . . + 1 m and

y = −0.5 m . . . 0.5 m. The fluid phase is ambient air considered as an ideal gas with properties c0 =

343 m/s, p0 = 1.01325 · 105 Pa and ρ0 = 1.205 kg/m3. The grid is designed to resolve frequencies

up to f = 20 kHz. No additional background damping was used.

Figure 8: Snapshot of the acoustic response to a harmonic plane wave front at 2 kHz for three different

isotropic materials; (left) free medium as a reference, (middle) generic porosity and (right) realistic porosity.

For the first test case with isotropic porosity and a quiescent medium, monofrequent incoming

plane waves with different frequencies were specified at the left boundary through a Thompson

boundary condition, refer to Thompson [48, 49]. In Fig. 8, a snap shot of the acoustic response

is shown for a harmonic signal at 2 kHz. For quantitative evaluation, signals were picked from a

horizontal line at y = 0.1 m.

For a medium at rest, the theoretical damping envelope can be derived from the 1-D wave equation.

This is shown in Appendix B, based on the acoustic potential. The damping can be reduced to the

ratio of the local root mean square value p̃ of the sound pressure p′ to its maximal value at the po-

sition xs of the source, i.e. p̃2 = (p′)2. Considering a homogeneous, isotropic porosity, the damping

envelope with respect to x results from Eqs. (82) and (86):

p̃(x)

p̃max

= exp

− ω
c0

√
1

2

√
(φν/κ)2

ω2
+ 1− 1

2
x

 = exp(λ(D,sim)x) (51)

with p̃max = p̃(xs) .

Further, it is Lp the sound pressure level of p̃. Namely it is

L(D,sim)
p (x) = 20 log

(
p̃(x)

p̃max

)
=

20

ln(10)
λ(D,sim)x . (52)

While the exponent (D) denotes the analytical damping behavior, the exponent (sim) indicates

the damping behavior predicted by the simulation. Finally, the degree of agreement between the

analytical result and the computiation can be expressed by

L(sim)
p = f(λ(D)x) . (53)

In Fig. 9, the results from simulation are juxtaposed to the theoretical decay envelope. The acous-

tic signal from CAA matches the theoretical damping envelope from Eq. (51) very well.

The plot of the level decay of the rms-values within the computational domain is shown in Fig. 10

in the way introduced by Eq. (53). The computational results fit convincingly well the theoretical
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Figure 9: Comparison of CAA results with Acoustic Pertubation Equations (APE) with theoretical damping

envelope of the 1-D wave equation in a medium at rest from Eq. (51) for isotropic porosity.

envelope along the range of 0.25 m. With respect to technical application, this is a good result, as

a typical installation depth is less. The prediction accuracy is comparable for a large frequency

range.

For the anisotropic porous material, a qualitative evaluation of the computational results is done.

The matrix µij describing the damping properties was arbitrarily chosen to

µij =

[
1.0 2.0

2.0 5.0

]
1

s
(54)

The resulting eigenvalues λ1,2 and the related eigenvectors x1,2 are:

λ1 = 3−
√

8
1

s
, x1 = (0.924,−0.383)T m

λ2 = 3 +
√

8
1

s
, x2 = (0.383, 0.924)T m
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Figure 10: Comparison of CAA results with Acoustic Pertubation Equations (APE) with theoretical damping

envelope of the 1-D wave equation in a medium at rest from Eq. (51) for isotropic porosity. For the

reference case, the computational prediction is directly given, without comparison with the theoretical

damping coefficient, what is λ(D) = 0 for the free medium.

In Fig. 11, the acoustic response to an harmonic pressure pulse is shown for a material with

anisotropic damping properties. The plot illustrates the orientation of the two eigenvectors

x1,2 and emphasizes that the signal decay along the direction of the first eigenvector x1 is less

than the signal decay along x2. This corresponds to the magnitude of the related eigenval-

ues.

Figure 11: Snap shot of the acoustic response of a anisotropic homogeneous material to an harmonic pressure

pulse at a frequency of 1365 Hz; the main axis system is indicated by dashed lines.

The results verify proper implementation of the porous model.

4.2. Generic airfoils

Noise simulations for generic airfoils with the strategy described in the previous part were carried

out for the trailing-edge problem statement of the BANC-II workshop, refer to Herr et al. [28].
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Herein flow and noise characteristics of 2-D airfoil sections under nominally uniform flow, defined

by the flow velocity U∞ and the angle of attack α, were evaluated from an experimental and a

numerical perspective. Measurement data for the validation of numerical codes was made available

in the BANC-II problem statement. The computations in this article are mainly focused on test

cases #1, #2 and #3, where a NACA0012 airfoil (chord length lc = 0.4m) with different angles

of attack under a flow Mach number of Ma = 0.16 and a Reynolds number of Rec = 1.5 · 106

is considered. The angles of attack were ranging from α = 0 ◦ (case #1) over α = 4 ◦ (case

#2) to α = 6 ◦ (case #3). Fig. 12 shows boundary layer values simulate by TAU and data from

Figure 12: NACA0012 test case #1 (Ma = 0.16, α = 0 ◦) trailing-edge boundary layer profiles; (left)

normalized velocity profile in streamwise direction; (middle) normalized turbulent kinetic energy; (right)

longitudinal integral length scale for different cl/Cµ ratios.

the experiments conducted by IAG Stuttgart, Herrig [31]. For the evaluation, the profiles are

compared along a vertical line (perpendicular to the airfoil chord) positioned 0.38% main chord

behind the airfoils trailing-edge. The NACA0012 zero degree angle of attack test case is chosen

for the presentation of the CFD results. The results are in good agreement with the experimental

data. The values for the normalized velocity profile in streamwise direction x1 (Fig. 12 (left))

are in line with the RANS computations. The velocity profile of the TAU simulation shows

slightly higher values. However, the general shape and boundary layer thickness (location where

0.99U∞ is reached) match quite closely, implying that the used k-ω-SST turbulence model is

suitable for this case. Moreover, the non-dimensionalized turbulent kinetic energy profile kT/U
2
∞

(Fig. 12 (middle)) matches the experimental data. For the used two-equation model with its

isotropic turbulence (〈u′1u′1〉 = 〈u′2u′2〉 = 〈u′3u′3〉 = 〈u′u′〉) the longitudinal turbulent length scale

Λ (see Fig. 12 (right)) can be calculated from the turbulent kinetic energy kT and the specific

dissipation ω :

Λ =
cl
Cµ

√
kt
ω
. (55)

The quantities cl and Cµ are constants from the turbulence model. The fraction1 cl/Cµ is now

referred to as cΛ. It can be observed that, for a cΛ = 6.0 the measured length scales (black squares)

1for Cµ = 0.09 this implies a value of cl = 0.54
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are higher than the computed ones (dashed line). If the ratio is adapted to cΛ = 8.0 (solid line),

the fitted computational results match the measured values concerning the absolute level. Despite

the absolute values of the length scale Λ, the simulated flow field and its turbulence statistics are in

good agreement with the experimental values. Concerning the details of the comparison between

the measuremts and the prediction of the length scale, a deviation is obvious. Nonetheless, in

the region of maximum turbulent kinetic energy, the accordance of the numerical result with the

measurement is sufficiently good. This is the region of the most relevance for the reconstruction of

the final sound spectra. Thus, a validated and reliable input data set is provided for the following

CAA simulations. In the case of non-zero angles of attack, the CFD is underpredicting the profiles

of the turbulence statistics. For details refer to Herr et al. [30].

Figure 13: One-third-octave band spectra from CAA simulation compared to available measurement data

from BANC-II; (left) test case #1 (α = 0 ◦); (right) test case #2 (α = 4 ◦).

Simulated and measured broadband one-third-octave band spectra for the three test cases are

shown in Figs. 13 and 14. For the evaluation a microphone position perpendicular to the chord in

a distance of 2.5 lc below the trailing-edge was chosen. Sampling data was recorded every 2.5·10−5 s.

For the spectral evaluation a fast Fourier transform with a Hanning window was used. An average

of 20 samples was taken to achieve a smoother shape of the curve. The 3 dB uncertainty given by

the measurements is indicated by the error bars. For the simulated sound pressure level spectra

shown in this section, the 2-D to 3-D correction as proposed by Ewert et al. [14] has been used.

Thus, the sound radiation is corrected to account for the 3-D case, as measured in the BANC-II

test cases. Untapered, unswept airfoil sections with a wetted span of 1 m were considered. A

common off-set calibration of -2.5 dB was used on all simulated CAA spectra. With the chosen

best practice setup this additional calibration on top of the 2-D to 3-D correction is needed to

match the experimental results in terms of absolute levels.

It can be seen that the CAA spectrum (red line) matches the peak frequency of the experimental

data and is in the uncertainty range until approximately 5 kHz for all test cases. Until that point

the decay behavior towards high frequencies matches the experimental observations. Beyond this
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Figure 14: One-third-octave band spectrum from CAA simulation compared to available measurement data

from BANC-II; test case #3 (α = 6 ◦).

value the simulated SPL values are lower than in the experiment. A procedure to successfully

remedy this problem is currently under investigation, see Rautmann et al. [42]. However, for the

low and medium frequency range the procedure is able to correctly predict the broadband noise

emitted by the specific airfoil under different operational parameters. For the high frequency range

a relative comparison is possible.

For the increasing angle of attack the peak frequency of the spectrum is shifted further towards

lower values. Lying at approximately 1.5 kHz for the zero degree angle of attack test case (#1)

the peak frequency moves to 0.8 kHz for test case #3 with α = 6 ◦. The general trend of the

angle of attack increase is reproduced. The peak frequency shifts towards lower values as for the

higher frequencies the SPL values are going up. This is due to the fact that the spectrum is a

combination of two single spectra. One low-frequent part coming from the suction side with its

relatively wide boundary layer and a second high-frequent part coming from the pressure side with

the thin boundary layer. With higher angles of attack, these two spectra become more separated.

Hence, the anticipated physical behavior is reproduced by the combined CFD-CAA approach. The

computational time for the full sound field around the airfoil was about 15 hours on a 16-CPU

machine.

4.2.1. Reconstruction of source statistics

As mentioned in Section 2.1 FRPM realizes turbulent eddies with a local integral length scale Λ.

Referring to Eq. (55), Λ can be calculated from the turbulence statistics given by the preliminary

conducted CFD simulation. The FRPM turbulence reconstruction has to be limited to a lower

length scale lmin. The reason for that lies in the spatial resolution of the source patch. The

minimum resolved length scale should be greater than four patch cells to avoid numerical errors
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due to under resolution of the turbulent eddies. Note, values coming from the CFD solution lower

than the chosen lmin will be set to the value of lmin. It was found that the length scale distribution

over the patch has to be smoothed out after cutting it at the minimum value to avoid spurious

peaks in the reconstructed TKE spectrum. Results from test case #1 were chosen for illustration.

Fig. 15 (left) reveals the Λ field around the trailing edge. The solid line indicates the chosen

Figure 15: (left) Contour plot of Λ in the vicinity of the TE; (right) different Λ treatments evaluated a

x1/lc = 1.

minimum length scale (in this case lmin = 0.004). The transition between the variable length scale

and the lower threshold lmin has to be smoothed in order to avoid a discontinuity in the variable

field. The smoothing is shown in Fig. 15 (right). The dashed line shows the unsmoothed Λ-values

along a line in x2 direction directly at the trailing-edge. The effect of the smoothing is shown by

the solid line. The influence on the reconstructed TKE distribution is shown in Fig. 16. Compared

are similar FRPM simulations once with the length scale smoothing (solid lines) and one without

(dashed lines). The evaluation positions refer to the dashed black lines in Fig. 15 (left). It can

be seen that the peak in the TKE distribution at the position where the length scale is cut to

the lower threshold is reduced by the smoothing of Λ. Also the symmetrical shape for the TKE

profile is better reproduced. Only for the last downwind position at x1/lc = 1.05 the influence

is much smaller. This is due to the fact, that there is no cut down of Λ in the inner region of

the patch as the values here are all above the threshold. In the outer regions the position were

Λ < lmin is in a region with low turbulent kinetic energy. Thus, no influence is visible. It can

be concluded that the new smoothing procedure achieves a better reconstruction of the turbulent

field in terms of statistics. This will directly lead to a more precise simulation of the sound sources

and the related sound field. Generally speaking, a good reproduction of the turbulent field around

the trailing-edge and its statistics was achieved with the FRPM code. Another important thing

to consider concerning the length scale is the so called length scale factor cΛ. Fig. 17 shows

the NACA0012 test case calculated with different values of cΛ. It can be observed, that for the

variation of cΛ the maximum of the spectrum stays at the same frequency of about 1.5 kHz, while

there is a severe influence on the slope of the decaying spectra and the SPL values. The higher

the value of cΛ is chosen, the steeper is the slope and the higher are the absolute SPL values.
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Figure 16: Reconstruction of TKE for NACA0012 (α = 0 ◦, Ma = 0.1664) with different Λ-treatments; (left)

normalized TKE at x1/lc = 1.00; (middle) normalized TKE at x1/lc = 1.02; (right) normalized TKE at

x1/lc = 1.05.

Figure 17: One-third octave sound pressure level spectra for the NACA0012 test case with different values

for cΛ = cl/Cµ, Eq. (55).

For the CAA simulations a cΛ value of 8 was chosen, as this value matches the measured length

scales (see Fig. 12 (right)) and shows good results in turbulence statistic reconstruction. Also, the

FRPM grid is able to realize vortices with this length scale.

4.3. Porous trailing edges

The above mentioned technique of porous inlays was then applied to the prediction of the reduction

of TBL-TEN due to a porous trailing edge. The realistic properties of the porous material SFF50
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were used. In parallel, the reference set-up with solid trailing edge was computed. The predictions

were qualitatively and quantitatively evaluated. The snap shot of the sound field comparing the

solid reference case and the airfoil with the porous trailing edge in Fig. 18 reveals two details:

the porous trailing edge radiates sound at higher frequencies and sound is additionally radiated

into direction downstream. For the reference case, the directivity fits the expected behavior of

TBL-TEN.

Figure 18: Snap shot of the sound field calculated with CAA by means of FRPM-sources of (left) the solid

reference case and (right) a trailing edge with the realistic porosity SFF50. The evaluation microphones are

indicated by a dashed circle.

The corresponding directivity is shown in Fig. 19. It gives evidence that radiation of sound

in direction downstream occurs. The present data reveal a reduction in direction vertical and

upstream of the overall sound pressure level (OASPL) in the range 3 dB. Note, for the evaluation of

the shown OASPL only frequencies up to 2.5 kHz were considered.

The spectra presented in Fig. 19 exhibits a sound reduction up to 6 dB in the low frequency range.

The sound pressure level for the porous trailing edge exceeds that of the solid trailing edge above

4 kHz. In Herr et al. [29], the experimental results of a cambered F16 airfoil are presented. There,

an intersection of the sprectra of the sound pressure levels occurs at frequencies above 10 kHz.

The maximum resulting sound reduction during the measurements with the F16 airfoil is about

6 dB to 8 dB. Similar measurements by Herr [26] with a NACA0012 airfoil with narrow lengthwise

slits at the trailing edge give a similar result of about 6 dB.

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

A hybrid CFD-CAA prediction method for the simulation of broadband trailing-edge noise was

presented. Details of the underlying theory and the implementation of porous media treatment

were given. In a first step, the procedure was used to calculate the acoustic field around a
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Figure 19: (left) directivity of the overall sound pressure level (OASPL) of the solid reference case compared

to the case with porous trailing edge; only frequencies up to 2.5 kHz were considered; (right) resulting

one-third-octave band spectra for the two cases at a microphone position 90 deg below the trailing edge

compared to a measurement with solid trailing edge, see Herr et al. [28].

NACA0012 airfoil with solid trailing-edge. The mean flow characteristics of the flow field were

determined by CFD simulations. It could be shown that acoustic one-third-octave band spectra

were in good agreement with experimental data and thus provide a good basis for the following

CAA simulations. A closer look was taken on the influence of simulation parameters on the CAA

result. A length scale treatment which reduces spurious peaks in the reconstructed turbulence

field was presented. Together with this treatment a best practice procedure for trailing-edge noise

was achieved. Sound pressure levels calculated by this procedure were in good agreement with

measurements from acoustic wind tunnels and thus prove the validity of the method. Beside the

capability of solid trailing-edge the simulation the CFD-CAA method was also applied to a porous

trailing-edge. For this purpose extended Acoustic Perturbation Equations from volume averaging

have been introduced

The method to model porous inlays was tested. To verify the implementation against analytical

results, tests of the damping of acoustic waves in homogeneous and anisotropic porous medium

were performed first. Further, the porous model was used to predict the sound reduction of an

airfoil with porous trailing edge treatment in comparison to a solid airfoil. A decrease of the overall

sound pressure level was found for frequencies up to 2.5 kHz. Finally, it was demonstrated, that

the present approach is able to calculate physically plausible results within reasonable simulation

time.

The only drawback of the actual implementation is the need for a smaller timestep if porous

treatment is applied with explicit time integration. To overcome this, an IMEX approach will

be implemented as proposed by Ascher et al. [1] and Boscarino and Russo [3]. By this, the 2-D
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A. PROPERTIES OF VOLUME AVERAGING

One property of volume averaging is that it is interchangeable with summation, i.e.

〈a+ b〉i,s = 〈a〉i,s + 〈b〉i,s . (56)

It follows directly from the definition Eq. (1) (just shown for the superficial component)

〈a+ b〉s =

∫
G (a+ b) d3x′

V∆

=

∫
Gad3x′

V∆

+

∫
Gbd3x′

V∆

= 〈a〉s + 〈b〉s . (57)

Commutation of volume averaging and time differentiation follows immediately from the defini-

tions Eqs. (1) and (3), i.e.〈
∂ρ

∂t

〉s
=

1

V∆

∫
∂ GHρ

∂t
d3x′ =

∂

∂t

1

V∆

∫
GHρd3x′ =

∂

∂t
〈ρ〉s . (58)
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Commutativity of volume and averaging with respect to spatial differentiation can be also derived

from definition Eq. (1),〈
∂ρvi
∂xi

〉s
=

∫
G (x− x′,∆) ∂

∂x′i
{ρvi(x′, t)}H(f(x′))d3x′∫

G (x− x′,∆) d3x′
(59)

=

∫
G ∂
∂x′i
{ρvi(x′, t)H(f(x′))} d3x′∫

Gd3x′
−

∫
Gρvi

∂f
∂x′i
δ(f(x′))d3x′∫
Gd3x′︸ ︷︷ ︸

(i)

.

The Dirac delta function in the second of the finally resulting terms results from the spatial

derivation of the Heaviside function, i.e. ∂/∂xi(H(f)) = δ(f)∂f/∂xi. The volume integration over

the delta function reduces the volume integral to a surface integral over all boundaries between

solid and fluid phase, where f = 0. Since the gradient of f is normal to the surface, ∂f/∂xi = ni—

refer to Fig. 2—the wall normal velocity, i.e. the scalar product of velocity with the wall normal,

vanishes (vn = vini = 0) due to the no-slip condition of the velocity and thus the entire second

term (i) vanishes.

The remaining terms can be manipulated further, i.e.∫
G
∂ρviH(f)

∂x′i
d3x′ =

∫
∂

∂x′i
{GρviH(f)} d3x′︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ia

−
∫

∂G

∂x′i
ρviH(f)d3x′︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ib

=

∫
∂G

∂xi
ρviH(f)d3x′︸ ︷︷ ︸
II

=
∂

∂xi

[∫
GρviH(f)d3x′

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

III

(60)

In a first step the differentiation has been shifted to the filter kernel. By means of Gauss theorem

the first integral (Ia) will vanish, since the filter function decays for large magnitudes of its

argument towards zero. Due to the dependence of the filter function on argument x − x′, a

derivative with respect to x′i on G can be changed into a derivative with respect to xi. This has

been applied to proceed from Ib to II. In step III, the derivative is shifted out of the integral.

Taking into account the last integral, and utilizing that a Gaussian filter function (which is even)

satisfies2

∂

∂xi

∫
Gd3x′ =

∫
∂G

∂xi
d3x′ = −

∫
∂G

∂x′i
d3x′ = 0, (61)

it follows 〈
∂ρvi
∂xi

〉s
=

∂

∂xi
{〈ρ〉s [vi]} =

∂

∂xi
〈ρvi〉s =

∂

∂xi

{∫
GρviH(f)d3x′∫

Gd3x′

}
. (62)

This result proves commutativity of superficial volume averaging and spatial differentiation for the

term ρvi, Eq. (12). Note, strict satisfaction of commutativity is a result of the no-slip condition

that causes the vanishing of term (i) in Eq. (59). For other terms this is not in general the case.

2The property Eq. (61) would not hold in general for intrinsic volume averaged quantities, since for the denomi-

nator ∂/∂xi
∫
GH(f)d3x′ it cannot be guaranteed that it is always identical zero.
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For example, the previous steps applied to variable pressure p instead of ρvi yields for this term (i)

fpi =

∫
G pni δ(f(x′))d3x′

V∆

=
1

V∆

∫
S

G pni dS. (63)

This represents the pressure force from the solid onto the fluid. Consequent application of the vol-

ume averaging procedure to the continuity and momentum equation yields〈
∂ρ

∂t
+
∂ρvi
∂xi

〉s
=
∂〈ρ〉s

∂t
+

∂

∂xi
{〈ρ〉s [vi]} = 0 (64)

and 〈
∂ρvi
∂t

+
∂ρvivj
∂xj

+
∂p

∂xi
− ∂τij
∂xj

〉s
= (65)

∂〈ρ〉s [vi]

∂t
+
∂〈ρ〉s [vi] [vj]

∂xj
+
∂〈p〉s

∂xi
− ∂〈τij〉s

∂xj
−Fi = 0

with

Fi = fi −
∂(ρvivj − 〈ρ〉s [vi] [vj])

∂xj︸ ︷︷ ︸
SFS

. (66)

Here the interchangeability of volume averaging and summation has been applied. Further-

more, for all gradient terms commutativity of volume averaging and differentiation has been

used.

The volume force fi represents the effect of term (i) from pressure p as shown by Eq. (63) and

a similar shear stress contribution from τij. Due to the no-slip condition satisfied by velocity,

the term ρvivj will provide no contribution to fi. Note, volume averaging in general creates

the sub-filter stress (SFS) indicated above from the sub-filter velocity fluctuations v′′i = vi −
[vi]. The sub-filter velocity component must be distinguished from the Favre fluctuations of the

volume averaged velocity defined in Eq. (18). To be precise, the complete velocity is given by

vi = [̃vi] + [vi]
′′ + v′′i . (67)

The volume force term and sub-filter contributions inside the porous medium are modeled by the

ansatz proposed by Darcy and Forchheimer. The Darcy terms describes a velocity proportional

volume force, whereas the Forchheimer term explicitly addresses a quadratic contribution to the

force,

−Fi = φ
〈µ〉s

κ
[vi]︸ ︷︷ ︸

Darcy terms

+ 〈ρ〉s φ2 cF√
κ

√
[vk][vk][vi]︸ ︷︷ ︸

Forchheimer terms

, (68)

where φ denotes the porosity, µ is the dynamic viscosity, κ identifies the permeability and the

Forchheimer coefficient is indicated by cF.

Despite the additional terms, the resulting momentum equation corresponds formally with the

Navier-Stokes equations in conservative form. They can be reformulated in primitive form. For

example, the momentum equation is rewritten into an equation for the time derivative of velocity
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by removing with the help of the continuity equation the time derivative of density. The indepen-

dent variables can be split further into resolved Favre averaged and fluctuating components for the

velocity, i.e. Eq. (18), and mean and fluctuating components for pressure and density as defined by

Eq. (16). Introducing the decomposition into the equations in primitive notation yields non-linear

equations in disturbance form. Next, mean flow terms can be neglected by subtracting the mean

of a disturbance equation from itself. Finally, non-linear terms might be neglected. This way, the

governing equations can be reformulated into perturbation form as shown in Section 2.2. For ex-

ample, the volume averaged continuity equations is rewritten as

∂〈ρ′〉s′

∂t
+

∂

∂xi

{
〈ρ〉s′ [̃vi] + 〈ρ〉s [vi]

′′
}

= 0 (69)

Utilizing the notation as introduced by Eqs. (22) and (23), the previous equation agrees with

Eq. (24). For the derivation of the momentum equation in the from used in the APE (with some

left-hand side terms shifted to the right-hand side to define appropriate vortex sound sources),

the Darcy and Forchheimer terms have to be linearized as well, finally yielding the equation as

outlined in Eq. (25). The APE pressure equation is obtained by substituting ρ′ with p′/c0, where

c0 denotes the speed of sound in the free fluid.

It may be emphasized (without explicit proof) that for a Gaussian filter function

G∆ (x− x′,∆) =
1

(2π)3/2 ∆3
exp

[
−|x− x

′|2

2∆2

]
, (70)

the consecutive application of volume averaging to variable a with different length scales for each

filter step, i.e. 〈
〈a〉s∆1

〉s
∆2

=
1

V∆2

∫
G∆2

{
1

V∆1

∫
G∆1ad

3x′′
}
, d3x′ (71)

is equal to one filter step with length scale ∆1 + ∆2, i.e.〈
〈a〉s∆1

〉s
∆2

= 〈a〉s∆1+∆2
. (72)

For ∆1 → 0 the first filter would represent a Dirac delta function, that is applicable for a pore size

tending to zero, i.e. Dp → 0. Consequently, volume averaged (mean and fluctuating) quantities

based on length scale ∆2 can be obtained by consecutively volume average quantities initially ob-

tained from volume averaging with ∆1 → 0 with a filter of length scale ∆2.

B. MODIFIED WAVE EQUATION

We will verify the proper implementation of the extra terms describing the effect of porosity

by comparing simulated results for a plane wave test problem with the analytical solution. For

this we consider the simplified case of a medium at rest and a homogeneous porous material

that fills out the computational domain. The effect of an anisotropic material is taken into

account by considering the matrix µij to represent a general symmetric matrix. Based on these

prerequisites (i.e. v0
i = 0, p0 = const., ρ0 = const., φ = const.), the pressure and momentum
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equation of the linearized Euler equations (as well as Acoustic Perturbation Equation) reduce

to

∂v′i
∂t

+
φ

ρ0

∂p′

∂xi
+ µijv

′
j = 0 (73)

∂p′

∂t
+
γp0

φ

∂v′i
∂xi

= 0. (74)

We consider the resulting porous wave equation by introducing an acoustic potential that satisfies

v′i =
∂ϕ

∂xi
. (75)

Based on this expressions and using Eq. (74) the time derivatives of pressure and velocity can be

expressed via

∂v′i
∂t

=
∂2ϕ

∂t∂xi
(76)

∂p′

∂t
= −γp

0

φ

∂2ϕ

∂x2
i

. (77)

By taking the time derivative of Eq. (73) and substituting in this resulting expression all the oc-

curring time derivatives of fluctuating pressure and velocity with the previous expressions, a scalar

(wave) equation for the acoustic potential is obtained reading

∂

∂xi

(
∂2ϕ

∂t2
− c2

0

∂2ϕ

∂x2
i

)
+ µij

∂2ϕ

∂t∂xj
= 0. (78)

Note, the first term in brackets alone represents the wave equation for a medium at rest. The

speed of sound3 in the free fluid4 resulting therein is obtained from the mean-flow variables as

usual as c0 =
√
γp0/ρ0. It is γ = 1.4 the isentropic exponent of ambient air. The additional term

represents the effect of the porosity. To solve this equation system we use coordinates aligned

with the main axis of the porosity matrix µij.

For this we apply a Galelian transformation to the previous equation using the transformation

rules ∂/∂t → ∂/∂t′ and ∂/∂xi → ∂/∂x′i. In the new coordinate system the porosity matrix is

diagonal with the diagonal elements prescribed by the corresponding eigenvalues λi of µij, i.e.

µij → µ′ij = diag(λi) and µ′ij ∂/∂x
′
j = λi ∂/∂x

′
i. Hence, in the rotated coordinate system the

equation becomes
∂

∂x′i

(
∂2ϕ

∂t′2
− c2

0

∂2ϕ

∂x′i
2

)
+ λi

∂2ϕ

∂t′∂x′i
= 0. (79)

Eventually we make the ansatz to describe the acoustic potential as a superposition of n contribu-

tions (in n-D) corresponding to each coordinate direction in the main axis system. For example,

in 2-D, the acoustic potential is specified via

ϕ(x′1, x
′
2, t
′) = ϕ1(x′1, t

′) + ϕ2(x′2, t
′). (80)

3Due to almost constant perturbation variables within the characteristic filter volume—even across an interface

between fluid and the porous medium—the Favre fluctuation of the speed of sound vanishes, i.e.
[
c20
]′′ → 0. It

finally is p′ = c20ρ
′.

4The sound propagation in the porous material is dispersive, i.e. the phase and the group velocity differ. Please

see below
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Introducing this ansatz into Eq. (79) we obtain (in 2-D) two independent acoustic equations with

individual damping term for each contribution to the acoustic potential, viz.

∂2ϕi
∂t′2

− c2
0

∂2ϕi

∂x′j
2 + λ(i)

∂ϕi
∂t′

= 0. (81)

Note, indices with round brackets indicate suppression of the summation-over-equal-indices rule.

Further note, whereas the acoustic particle velocity can be deduced directly by means of Eq. (75)

from the acoustic potential, the pressure fluctuations is related to the acoustic potential via

Eq. (73). In the main axis system, the relationship(in 2-D) becomes

p′ = −ρ
0

φ

(
∂ϕ1

∂t
+ λ1ϕ1 +

∂ϕ2

∂t
+ λ2ϕ2

)
. (82)

If we consider harmonic signals with ϕ̂j(xj, t) = Âj exp
(
i
(
ωt− k(j)xj

))
, the corresponding pres-

sure fluctuations reads

p̂ = −ρ
0

φ
[(iω + λ1) ϕ̂1 + (iω + λ2) ϕ̂2] . (83)

Furthermore, by introducing the harmonic ansatz into the wave-equations we obtain the dispersion

relations

−ω2 + k2
j c

2
0 + iωλj = 0. (84)

By means of the dispersion relations, the wave number k can be expressed as a function of angular

frequency ω,

kj =
ω

c0

√
1− i λj

ω
, (85)

yielding the damped wave results

ϕ̂j = Âj exp

iω
t− 1

c0

√√√√√1

2

√λ2
j

ω2
+ 1 + 1

 xj

 exp

− ω
c0

√√√√√1

2

√λ2
j

ω2
+ 1− 1

 xj
 (86)
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